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                                Research Data Managament Done Right

                                 FURTHRmind - your ELN and LIMS combination.
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                            Improved Efficiency

                            Find your research data faster with smart filters. With automatizations, we reduce repetitive tasks, which consume a lot of time and are often prone to error.
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                            Compliance and Data Security

                            FURTHRmind protects your data. You decide who should have access to which data.
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                            Knowledge Transfer

                            Discussion about ongoing research will be straight forward and project handover will become easy.
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                            Transparent and Traceable

                            You will be able to understand the origin of your data, even after a long time and know exactly what was changed within your data.
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                            Get More Out of Your Data

                            Your data are like diamonds, but do you treat them like that? With FURTHRmind you can harness the true value of your data.
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                            Be Ready For The Future

                            FURTHRmind enables the useage of technologies like Machine Learning, Artificial Intelligence, and Process Mining Applications due to structured data.
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                Explore your new Data Management Software on the fly.
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                                By using FURTHRmind, we get more out of our research data. With this well structured data, we were able to train neural networks and publish milestone papers. Without FURTHRmind this would have been almost impossible.
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                                    Prof. Matthias Wessling
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                                “FURTHRmind helps us to logically structure our thin film deposition experiments and connect it with characterization data such as chemical composition, structure, and mechanical properties. Thus, our employees always have a full picture of the research at hand and can work comfortably with the data.”
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                                    Dr. Marcus Hans

                                    Group leader

                                

                            

                        

                    
	
                        
                            
                                Research data is an asset. It comes alive through meta data and its documentation is as important and requires systematic documentation. FURTHRmind is exquisite on data storage, data usage and meta data documentation.
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                                    Dr. Hannah Roth

                                    Assistant Professor

                                

                            

                        

                    


                

                
            


        

    









        





        
    

        

        

            

        

        

        
        

          Contact


            FURTHRresearch GmbH & Co. KG
        
Middeldorfstr. 29
        
52066 Aachen
        
Germany
        

        Imprint.
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We would like to use third party code to improve the functionality of this website.Manage preferencesDenyAllow


    
        
            
                
                
                    Google Anaytics (functional)

                    This code gives us insight into the number of people that visit our website, where they are from and what they are clicking on. We follow the guidelines of the Dutch Government, which describe how to use Google Analytics without requiring explicit consent.

                
            

        
            
                
                
                    Crisp chat

                    This code gives users the option to chat directly with us through a chat box in the bottom right corner. Visitor data will (also) be sent to Crisp.
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